SITUATION
Your construction documents are scattered on individual computers, network drives, mobile devices, or in printed format in boxes in a storage room.

ISSUES
Locating documents is difficult
High cost for storage rentals
Lack of data transparency
Time and money is wasted on searching for data

SOLUTION
Transfer prints from boxes and digital files from hard drives or network drives on the national GIS system for the building industry - the ABR platform.

Construction Companies Consolidate Data with ABR

ABR delivers an enterprise solution to consolidate ALL your construction documents and building drawings on one platform tailored to the industry.

ABR Services Used
Scanning and tagging services
Uploading of digital files in the ABR Drawing Vault
Using ABR Projects to manage current projects
Ongoing transfer of completed documents in the ABR Drawing Vault
THE SITUATION:
Your company's construction drawings and building files are scattered on individual computers, network drives, intranets, or mobile devices. You may also have older blueprints and printed drawings or construction documents in boxes in a storage room.

THE ISSUES:
1. Locating documents is difficult and time consuming
2. High cost for storage room rentals or taking away office space for storage needs
3. Risk of paper data loss due to storage conditions
4. Time and money is wasted on searching for data
5. Lack of data transparency at organization level

WHAT YOU NEED:
A solution to consolidate all your construction documents and building drawings in one place on a platform accessible from any device. A solution that allows you to transfer printed documents online fast and easy. A cost-effective enterprise cloud solution with unlimited employee accounts. A solution that's not just an online document storage system, but tailored for the building industry. What you need is to transfer your data on the ABR platform and here's how and why.

THE SOLUTION:
Storing ALL your building documents and construction drawings in one system using the ABR Drawing Vault and ABR Projects features of the ABR platform.

Solution Implementation:
1. Scan all existing prints, map, and upload them in the ABR Drawing Vault
   Don’t have the resources to do this internally? We can help. ABR scanning, tagging, and uploading services are low cost and accessible to organizations of all sizes. Learn more about ABR's scanning services.
2. Transfer existing digital of completed projects into the ABR Drawing Vault
   No internal resources to transfer files onto the ABR platform? ABR can help. Contact us to start planning your digital data transfer today.
3. Use ABR Projects to plan and manage current projects
   The ABR Projects feature is a secure file sharing system for construction companies. Find out how you can manage your building projects with ABR’s user-friendly document sharing solution.
4. When a project is complete, transfer final files into the ABR Drawing Vault

THE BENEFITS:
The ABR national GIS system for construction documents and data is an ALL-in-ONE solution for storing, managing, and preserving your building data. Here are a few of the benefits of consolidating your construction data in the ABR system.

1. Have a holistic view of all your data and documents
2. Make smarter, more informed, and faster decisions
3. Store your construction data securely in a GIS system for the building industry
4. Locate your data easily on a map or with a quick search
5. Prevent data loss and cut the cost of storing paper drawings and printed construction documents
6. Take advantage of an easy-to-use file sharing and document management system
7. Keep your team on the same page in a secure environment that’s easy to use and intuitive